Moss Playground Renovations RFP – Questions/Answers:
1.

When is the anticipated NTP?
Answer: February 2019

2. When is the City Questionnaire and Financial Statement need to be submitted? Is an emailed
submission of these items acceptable?
Answer: Yes
3. Has the existing earth material been tested in accordance with PADEP Clean Fill Standards?
Answer: No
4. If the material has not been tested, who is responsible for testing the material?
Answer: Contractor
5. Can the material be managed as Clean Fill in accordance with the PADEP Clean Fill Standards?
Answer: Testing will determine this
6. If the material cannot be managed as Clean Fill, what should we assume for bidding purposes?
Answer: Assume clean fill for bidding purposes.
7. Will the contractor be paid for additional disposal costs if the material is not Clean Fill?
Answer: Yes
8. Can the millings from the existing asphalt be used in the subbase for the new full depth paving?
Answer: Yes
9. Will the use of Recycled Concrete meeting PennDOT 2A spec in lieu of stone be acceptable?
Answer: Yes
10. Is there a geotechnical report for this project? If yes, can we have a copy of it?
Answer: No. There is no geotechnical report for this project
11. Are there borings for this project? If yes, can we have them along with a boring location plan?
Answer: No. The project does not include borings
12. Is there pavement core information on the existing asphalt paving to be removed in its entirety?
Answer: No
13. Is the excavation work classified or unclassified?
Answer: Unclassified
14. Who is responsible for testing and inspection work?
Answer: PPR and PRA
15. Note #2 under Playground Notes on drawing G-1.0 General notes states “Playground Equipment
is being furnish by the City of Philadelphia and installed by a separate contractor.” Is this the
case for the basketball court pole, hoop and backboard equipment?
Answer: No
16. Is it necessary to disturb the existing rubber playground surface?
Answer: Yes

17. Please provide size and depth of existing basketball hoops pole foundations.
Answer: None available
18. Can the fabric from the existing fence be reinstalled on the posts that are to remain?
Answer: No. Replace with new
19. Will the basketball court markings be installed by others?
Answers: No
20. Per the Site Demolition Specification 02075 please advise if the existing basketball court
equipment is being salvaged or demolished and the contractor will dispose?
Answer: Demolish and the contractor will dispose
21. Please confirm per the Earthwork Specification 02200 Paragraph 1.4C, Asphalt Paving
Specification 02510 Paragraph 3.5A and Contractor’s Quality Control Specification 014516.13
Paragraph 1.5A that all Field testing and Inspections will be by the owner.
Answer: Yes
22. Please advise if it will be necessary for this project to have Project Identification Signage.
Answer: Yes
23. The plan indicates that the existing basketball courts are to be milled and repaved. Please advise if
the courts are to be color coated and line striped. Please provide a spec for the painting and color
coating if this work is to required.
Answer: Yes
24. Please provide colors and mix ratios for the 1’ wide safety surface repair along the new fence
line/concrete sidewalk at the playground area
Answer: Blue/Green. Contractor must visit site for closer review.
25. Fence between basketball court & funnel Ball: Plan calls for removal of existing fabric and replace
with new black vinyl fabric on existing framework. Is the framework to be painted? The existing
framework has no middle rail. Will a middle rail be required for the 8’ high fence?
Answer: Yes. Framework to be sanded and painted.
Answer: Yes. A middle rail is required
26: Do the insurance requirements in Attachment F override those in the Standard Contract as there are
multiple differences.
Answer: Yes

